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Applications 
of 

Regular Closure

Linz 6th. § 8.2 Closure Properties and 
Decision Algorithms for Context-Free 
Languages. [pages 1-18 here]

class13b Linz 6th, §8.1 Pumping Lemma

class13c Applications
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Recall Thm 8.5:  the intersection of

a context-free language and

a regular language

is a context-free language 

1L context free

2L regular

21 LL 

context-free

Regular Closure



Linz 6th, section 8.2, example 8.7, page 227

L={a^n b^n | 0≤n, n≠100}

is context free
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An Application of Regular Closure

Prove that: }100:{  nbaL nn

is context-free
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}{ nnbaWe know:

is context-free
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}{ 100100
1 baL  is regular

}{}){( 100100*
1 babaL  is regular

We also know:
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}{}){( 100100*
1 babaL 

regular

}{ nnba

context-free

1}{ Lba nn 

is context-free

Lnba

Lba

nn

nn





}100:{

}{ 1

is context-free

(regular closure)



Linz 6th, section 8.2, example 8.8, page 227

L={w| #a(w) = #b(w) = #c(w)}

is not context free
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Another Application of Regular Closure

Prove that: }:{ cba nnnwL 

is not context-free
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}:{ cba nnnwL 

}{*}**{ nnn cbacbaL 

context-free regular context-free

If is context-free

Then

Impossible!!!

Therefore,        is not context free L

(regular closure)
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Decidable Properties
of 

Context-Free Languages

Linz 6th, Section 8.2, pages 227ff
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Membership Question:

for context-free grammar

find if string  

G

)(GLw

Membership Algorithms: Parsers

• Exhaustive search parser

• CYK parsing algorithm
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Empty Language Question:

for context-free grammar         

find if   
G

)(GL

Algorithm:

S

1. Remove useless variables

2. Check if start variable      is useless  
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Infinite Language Question:

for context-free grammar         

find if                is infinite   

G

)(GL

Algorithm:

1. Remove useless variables

2. Remove unit and       productions

3. Create dependency graph for variables

4. If there is a loop in the dependency graph

then the language is infinite
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Example:

cBSC

bbbBB

aaCbA

ABS
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Dependency graph Infinite language
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cBSC

bbbBB

aaCbA

ABS
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S => AB => aB => abB => abiB => abibb
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cBSC

bbbBB

aaCbA

ABS
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ii bbbSacbb
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There is no algorithm to determine whether 
two context-free grammars generate the 
same language.

For the moment we do not have the technical 
machinery for defining the meaning of 
“there is no algorithm”.
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